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CLEANROOM SERIES



are specialized "antechambers" (small room
leading to a larger one) used in cleanroom settings
to blow off excess particulate matter froM
personnel or equipment before they enter  A
cleanroom. 

Personnel STAND (or equipment IS POSITIONED) inside
the air shower while nozzles blow high-velocity,
HEPA or ULPA-filtered air over them to remove
contaminants.

AIR SHOWERS

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS
OF AN AIR SHOWER
INCLUDE ENTRANCE & EXIT DOORS, AIR CIRCULATION
SYSTEMS, HEPA FILTERS, NOZZLES, CONTROL SYSTEMS,
FLOOR GRATES, LIGHTING, PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
MONITORING & EMERGENCY BUTTONS.
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Air showers have two sets of doors – one for entry

and another for exit. These doors are interlocked to

prevent both sets from being open simultaneously,

ensuring that the controlled environment is not

compromised.

ENTRANCE/EXIT DOORS
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The heart of an air shower is its air circulation system,

which consists of powerful fans, filters, and ductwork.

The air circulation system generates high-velocity,

filtered air that is directed towards the individual from

all sides, effectively blowing off loose particles.

AIR CIRCULATION SYSTEMS
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HEPA filters are high-performance air filters capable

of capturing particles as small as 0.3 micrometers in

diameter with a high efficiency. The air shower employs

these filters to clean the air before it enters the

chamber. 

HIGH-EFFICIENCY
PARTICULATE AIR (HEPA)
FILTERS
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Strategically positioned nozzles or vents in the walls,

ceiling, and floor of the air shower direct the filtered

air towards the person from all directions. This helps

dislodge and remove particles adhering to the person's

clothing and body.

NOZZLES/VENTS
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The control system manages the operation of the air

shower, including door interlocking, fan activation,

timer settings, and overall system monitoring. It

ensures that the air shower functions properly and

efficiently.

CONTROL SYSTEM
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The floor of the air shower often features grates or

grills through which air is expelled. This air helps

maintain a controlled downward airflow that

prevents particles from being re-entrained into the

air and keeps the area clean.

FLOOR GRATES/GRILLS
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Adequate lighting is essential inside the air shower

to ensure visibility and safety for individuals using

the facility.

LIGHTING
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In some advanced air shower systems, pressure

differential sensors are installed to monitor the

pressure difference between the air shower and the

cleanroom or controlled environment. This helps

ensure that the air shower is functioning correctly

and maintaining the desired air cleanliness.

PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
MONITORING
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AN emergency bypass button immediately will

shut down the air shower and release the doors

when depressed. additionally, entrance/exit

doors release when a power outage occurs to

ensure operator safety.

EMERGENCY EXIT BUTTON
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                  +1 (772) 258-9144

REQUEST A CONSULTATION WITH A
CLEANROOM DESIGN EXPERT:

NGS OFFERS THE FULL RANGE
OF SERVICES NEEDED FOR
TURNKEY CLEAN ROOM
INSTALLATION


